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PlanStreet’s food pantry software 
helps food banks, food pantries, 

food 
 

Despite the progress made in the world today and economies being 
as advanced as they have ever been, hunger and homelessness persist 

pantries continues. Such pantries have been rising in numbers since 

availability only sometimes translates into effective meal delivery. 
There is a critical need for systems connecting food donors to 
receivers and records made and maintained about all cases. 
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Enter PlanStreet!
It is a huge responsibility to ensure that food bank operations run 
smoothly and meet the demands of the communities they serve. 

workers responsible for meal deliveries. With PlanStreet, you can expect 
the following:
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Easy Intake: Easily document new clients, donors, and staff through customizable 
intake forms.  

Multi program tracking: PlanStreet Software allows your organization to track all programs, 
including pantry distributions, clothing programs, etc.

Case Management: The automated intake process, quick and efficient needs assessment, and 
easy outcome tracking make PlanStreet an intelligent choice for food banks and pantries.  

Paperless Process: Rid your organization of burdensome paper documentation and step 
into a world of instant access, constant back-ups, and organization. 

Automated Compliance: Check eligibility, obtain electronic signatures, and meet all other 
Emergency Food Assistance Program requirements with automation that saves time.

Dashboards and Reporting:  With our user-friendly interface and dashboards tailored to your 
requirements, you can organize data, access cases, and create professional-looking reports 
that can easily display donations, inventory, and staffing.

Food inventory Tracker: Have real-time, up-to-date information about what food items are 
available by product name, bar codes, weight, quantity, and even description. 

Food Pantry Donation: Track donor contributions to your pantry by donation volume or type.



Book a call with us for more details on how your organization 
can customize the Pantry module to best suit your needs and 
allow your staff to focus on what truly matters, leaving 
redundant and data heavy tasks to PlanStreet. 
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